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Abstract This paper proposes a coupled atmosphere–

surface climate feedback–response analysis method

(CFRAM) as a new framework for estimating climate

feedbacks in coupled general circulation models with a full

set of physical parameterization packages. The formulation

of the CFRAM is based on the energy balance in an

atmosphere–surface column. In the CFRAM, the isolation

of partial temperature changes due to an external forcing or

an individual feedback is achieved by solving the lineari-

zed infrared radiation transfer model subject to individual

energy flux perturbations (external or due to feedbacks).

The partial temperature changes are addable and their sum

is equal to the (total) temperature change (in the linear

sense). The decomposition of feedbacks is based on the

thermodynamic and dynamical processes that directly

affect individual energy flux terms. Therefore, not only

those feedbacks that directly affect the TOA radiative

fluxes, such as water vapor, clouds, and ice-albedo feed-

backs, but also those feedbacks that do not directly affect

the TOA radiation, such as evaporation, convections, and

convergence of horizontal sensible and latent heat fluxes,

are explicitly included in the CFRAM. In the CFRAM, the

feedback gain matrices measure the strength of individual

feedbacks. The feedback gain matrices can be estimated

from the energy flux perturbations inferred from individual

parameterization packages and dynamical modules. The

inter-model spread of a feedback gain matrix would help us

to detect the origins of the uncertainty of future climate

projections in climate model simulations.

Keywords Climate feedback � Global warming �
Climate sensitivity

1 Introduction

The uncertainty in projections of future climate changes

and in climate feedback estimates is still a challenge to the

climate modeling community for a better understanding of

underlying mechanisms of climate changes and climate

sensitivity. Various methods have been put forward for

studying climate feedback and sensitivity and for quanti-

fying the uncertainties in climate feedbacks and

sensitivities among different climate model simulations

(Hansen et al. 1984; Wetherald and Manabe 1988; Cess

et al. 1990; Zhang et al. 1994; Hall and Manabe 1999;

Schneider et al. 1999; Held and Soden 2000; Colman 2003;

Boer and Yu 2003; Soden and Held 2006; Hall and Qu

2006; Winton 2006; Bony et al. 2006).

It is understood that every climate variable that responds

to global surface temperature change and affects the earth’s

radiation budget could constitute a climate feedback agent

(Bony et al. 2006). However, the commonly used frame-

work for climate feedback analysis, based on the premise

that the temperature change is the response to (radiative)

energy exchange with outer space, has focused on the

radiation perturbation at top of the atmosphere (TOA), or at

the tropopause for troposphere–surface system. See

Ramaswamy et al. (2001). Accordingly, the climate feedback

agents are those mechanisms that directly affect the radi-

ative budget at TOA, namely, water vapor, cloud, surface

albedo, and atmospheric temperature. These feedback

agents are considered in the ‘‘partial radiative perturba-

tion’’ (PRP) method (Wetherald and Manabe 1988), in the

‘‘cloud forcing analysis method’’ (CRF, Cess et al. 1990),
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and in the ‘‘online feedback suppression method’’ (Hall and

Manabe 1999; Schneider et al. 1999). Readers may refer to

Bony et al. (2006) for a thorough review on the strengths

and limitations of these three methods (see Soden et al.

(2004) for a comparison between the PRP and CRF and

Stephens (2005) for a review on cloud feedback analysis).

The existing feedback analysis methods do not provide a

direct estimate of the addable contributions to the total

temperature change from individual feedback agents. In the

PRP method, the strength of a feedback agent is measured

by its feedback parameter, defined as the ratio of the total

radiative perturbation at the TOA due to a specific feed-

back agent to the total change of the surface temperature.

As a result, one cannot use the feedback parameter to

estimate the partial surface temperature change due to the

change caused by an individual feedback agent. The online

feedback suppression method, designed to isolate the

individual contribution from a single feedback agent, can

provide an estimate of the partial surface temperature

change due to the specific feedback agent. As to be shown

in Part II of this series of papers, the partial temperature

changes estimated by the online feedback suppression

method include the ‘‘compensating effects’’ of other feed-

backs when a specific feedback is suppressed. As a result,

one cannot add these partial temperature changes obtained

by running the same climate model multiple times with the

exclusion of only one specific feedback agent at one time to

compare the total temperature change obtained with all

feedback agents included.

It is of importance to point out that there are no uni-

versal definitions for climate forcing, feedback, and

response. These three concepts are inseparable and the

definitions of the latter two depend on the climate variable

under the consideration and the definition of climate forc-

ing. In general, a feedback is defined as ‘‘induced input

from the output’’. In the PRP method, only the surface

temperature change is regarded as the output of the system

in response to an external forcing. Then feedbacks are the

subsequent energy flux perturbations of the climate system

(‘‘inputs’’) which all are assumed to be directly and indi-

rectly induced by the change in the surface temperature

(the ‘‘output’’). Physically speaking, all changes in the

climate system, including atmosphere and surface tem-

peratures, water vapor, cloud, precipitation, convections,

atmospheric and oceanic circulations, are system responses

to an external forcing. The feedbacks are the energy flux

perturbations (‘‘inputs’’) induced by the system responses

collectively, not necessarily only by any specific variable

individually (say the surface temperature change). This is

the key difference between the climate system and an

electrical signal control system for which the concept of

feedback was first adopted (Bode 1945; also see Bates

2007 for a complete survey and theoretic considerations on

the concept of feedbacks in climate research). Although we

cannot examine ‘‘the effects of induced inputs from the

output on the output itself’’ based on the classic feedback

analysis framework for the Earth climate system, we can

nevertheless examine the ‘‘effects of induced inputs from

all outputs (system responses) on one specific output

alone’’. For the Earth climate system, the ‘‘induced inputs’’

are the energy flux perturbations associated with individual

physical and dynamical processes and one of the ‘‘specific

outputs’’ is temperature. As to be shown in the remainder

of the paper, this generalized concept of the feedback and

response enables us to calculate the partial temperature

changes in response to the energy flux perturbations caused

by the external forcing and subsequent feedbacks. These

partial temperature changes measure the strength of indi-

vidual feedbacks. Moreover, these partial changes are

addable and can be directly compared to the (total) tem-

perature change.

In a TOA-based climate feedback analysis (e.g., PRP),

the induced ‘‘inputs’’ are defined as the energy flux per-

turbations at the TOA only, as the external forcing. In that

regard, the thermodynamic and dynamical processes that

do not directly influence the TOA energy balance, such as

surface evaporation, surface sensible heat flux, and vertical

convections, are not ‘‘feedbacks’’ because they cannot

contribute to ‘‘inputs’’. However, the external forcing has a

vertical and horizontal structure, and it is its 3D heating/

cooling perturbation that causes the climate change. In this

sense, the changes in energy exchanges between the

atmosphere and surface, and in horizontal and vertical

redistribution of energy due to changes in atmospheric and

oceanic motions (‘‘outputs’’) can be regarded as ‘‘inputs’’

or feedbacks because they do act to either strengthen, or

weaken, or even oppose the 3D external forcing, although

they may not necessarily cause a radiative perturbation at

the TOA. Therefore, we ought to generalize the concept of

the TOA-based climate forcing and climate feedbacks to

3D climate forcing and climate feedbacks. This leads to the

other main difference between the method to be formulated

in this paper and a TOA-based method.

In light of the discussions above, we here propose the

following definitions of climate forcing, climate feedbacks,

and climate response. Climate forcing is the change in the

vertical difference in net radiative energy flux (Wm-2) in

the atmosphere and the change in net radiative energy flux

(Wm-2) at the surface, due to a change in the external

factors of the climate system, such as a change in CO2,

aerosols, or the solar energy flux. Climate feedback is

defined as the subsequent changes in both non-temperature

induced radiative and non-radiative energy fluxes of the

climate system that either strengthen, or weaken, or even

oppose the original climate forcing. The non-temperature

induced radiative energy flux perturbations include the
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changes in the vertical difference in net radiative energy

flux (Wm-2) in the atmosphere and the change in net

radiative energy flux at the surface, due to changes in the

water vapor, cloud, or surface albedo (thermodynamic

feedbacks). The non-radiative energy flux perturbations

include (a) the changes in the vertical and horizontal dif-

ference (Wm-2) of the transport of total energy (the sum of

moist static energy and kinetic energy) in the atmosphere

and the changes in the surface turbulent energy exchanges

with the atmosphere, and (b) the changes in horizontal

difference (Wm-2) of the oceanic transport of total (oce-

anic) energy in the surface column. Climate response is the

changes in temperatures of atmosphere and surface in

response to the climate forcing and climate feedbacks. For

the sake of brevity, unless specified otherwise, we hereafter

will refer to non-temperature induced radiative and non-

radiative energy flux perturbations simply as ‘‘energy flux

perturbations’’.

Based on the generalized definitions of climate forcing,

climate feedback, and climate response, we propose in this

two-part series of papers a new climate feedback analysis

framework. We refer to the new framework as the coupled

atmosphere–surface ‘‘climate feedback–response analysis

method’’ (abbreviated as ‘‘CFRAM’’). In Part I of this two-

part series of papers, we present the mathematical formu-

lation of the CFRAM whereas in Part II, we demonstrate

how to use the CFRAM to diagnose climate feedbacks and

compare the CFRAM with the PRP and online feedback

suppression methods in the context of a coupled atmo-

sphere–surface single column climate model.

A prototype approach of the new climate feedback

analysis framework has already been applied in the context

of a 4-box radiative–transportive climate model (Cai 2006;

Cai and Lu 2007) for explaining the role of poleward heat

transport in contributing to the polar warming amplification

by isolating it from other local thermodynamic and

dynamical processes (evaporation, water vapor, and ice-

albedo feedbacks). The CFRAM is generalized from our

prototype approach in aiming to evaluate the partial con-

tributions to total temperature change from each energy

transfer and transport process in the context of coupled

general circulation models with a full physical parameter-

ization package. The formulation of the CFRAM is based

on the energy balance in both the atmosphere and the land/

ocean column underneath. We take advantage of the fact

that the infrared radiation is explicitly and directly related

to temperatures in the entire atmosphere–surface column.

Therefore, the temperature changes in the equilibrium

response to any perturbation in other energy flux terms,

external or due to feedbacks, can be determined by

requiring the temperature-induced change in the infrared

radiation to exactly balance the non-temperature induced

energy flux perturbations.

In the CFRAM, the isolation of coupled atmosphere–

surface responses to individual feedbacks is achieved by

solving the linearized infrared radiation transfer model

subject to climate forcing and individual climate feed-

backs. The decomposition of feedbacks is based on the

thermodynamic and dynamical processes that directly

represent individual energy flux terms in the energy bal-

ance equations for the atmosphere and the surface. Because

the changes in air and surface temperatures are calculated

simultaneously, the (air) temperature or lapse rate feed-

back, by definition, no longer exists in the CFRAM.

Furthermore, the isolated responses to the external forcing

alone or individual feedbacks are additive and their sum is

the total response to the external forcing.

It is of importance to add here that the isolation of the

contributions to the atmosphere and surface temperature

change from climate forcing and climate feedbacks using

the CFRAM is not based on the assumption that the indi-

vidual processes are physically independent with each

other. It is fully understood that the climate forcing and all

individual feedback processes work synergistically under

the thermodynamic and dynamic constraints intrinsic to the

energy cycle within the climate system. In the CFRAM, we

do not concern how the interactive relations among indi-

vidual feedback processes and temperature changes give

rise to the energy flux perturbations although in the PRP, it

is explicitly assumed that the energy flux perturbations of

individual feedbacks are caused by the change in the sur-

face temperature. For given perturbation climate

simulations, we should be able to know all changes in

energy cycle due to individual thermodynamic and

dynamical processes (provided that we output them from

the climate perturbation simulation). We then can apply the

CFRAM, as an offline diagnostic tool, to evaluate the

partial temperature change associated with an individual

energy flux perturbation by requiring the infrared radiation

induced by the temperature change alone to exactly balance

the energy flux perturbation under consideration. The sum

of these partial temperature changes independently calcu-

lated by the CFRAM would correspond to the (total)

temperature of the new equilibrium climate state in

response to the climate forcing. In this sense, we ‘‘isolate’’

the contributions to the (total) temperature change from the

external forcing alone, and from individual feedbacks

although physically speaking, these feedbacks are not

independent with one another.

The organization of the presentation is as follows. Pre-

sented in Sect. 2 is the mathematical formulation of the

CFRAM. In Sect. 3, we derive the TOA version of the

CFRAM (abbreviated as TFRAM hereafter) to illustrate

the differences in the mathematical formulations of the

CFRAM and PRP methods. Section 4 discusses the feed-

back gains in the TFRAM and feedback gain matrices in
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the CFRAM to illustrate some subtle but intrinsic differ-

ences between the PRP and CFRAM methods. In Sect. 5,

we show a derivation confirming that the lapse rate feed-

back defined in a TOA-based approach consists of

individual contributions from the external forcing, and

from each of physical and dynamical processes in the cli-

mate system. A brief summary about the main features of

the CFRAM is provided in Sect. 6.

2 The mathematical formulation of the CFRAM

The mathematical formulation of the CFRAM is based on

the conservation equation of total energy (Peixoto and Oort

1992). Total energy E in the atmosphere is defined as the

sum of dry static energy, latent heat, and kinetic energy,

E ¼ cpT þ gzþ Lqþ 1
2
V~ � V~; where T, q, V~ are atmo-

spheric temperature, specific humidity, and 3D velocity

fields, respectively; z is the height; cp, g, and L are air

specific heat constant at constant pressure, gravity, and

latent heat constant, respectively. Let the atmosphere be

divided into M layers with the convention that the first

layer represents the top layer of the atmosphere and the

surface column (either land or ocean) as the (M + 1)th

layer. We only consider the equilibrium state by applying a

long time average to all terms in the equation of total

energy. In the presentation below, we omit the symbols for

the time mean and horizontal location indices for the

simplicity. In each layer, all terms in the energy equation

have a unit of Wm-2. At a given horizontal location, the

time mean energy balance equation in the atmosphere–

surface column is

R
*

¼ S
*

þQ
* conv

þQ
* turb

� D
* v

� D
* h

þW
* fric

; or;

R1

..

.

RM

RMþ1

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA
¼

S1

..

.

SM

SMþ1

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA
þ

Qturb
1

..

.

Qturb
M þLE þ H

�LE � H

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA
þ

Qconv
1

..

.

Qconv
M

0

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

�

Dv
1

..

.

Dv
M

0

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA
�

Dh
1

..

.

Dh
M

Dh
Mþ1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA
þ

Wfric
1

..

.

Wfric
M

Wfric
Mþ1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

ð1Þ

where R ¼ ðR1; . . .;RM ;RMþ1ÞT is the energy flux vector

whose elements are the net infrared radiation flux leaving

the mth layer atmosphere for m = 1, 2, ... M and the net

infrared radiation leaving the surface layer for m = M + 1;

Sm in S
*

¼ ðS1; . . .; SM; SMþ1ÞT is the solar radiation flux

absorbed by the mth layer atmosphere for m B M and SM+1

solar radiation flux absorbed at land (or ocean) surface

(note that SM+1 = SM+1
; (1 - as), where SM+1

; the down-

ward solar radiation flux at the surface and as is the surface

albedo); Qm
turb in Q

* turb

¼ ðQturb
1 ; . . .;Qturb

M þ LE þ
H;�LE � HÞT is the convergence of total energy E into

the mth layer due to the turbulent motions (also including

the numerical diffusion); The turbulent sensible (H) and

latent heat (LE) transfer from the surface to the atmosphere

is included as part of the turbulent heating (cooling) to the

bottom of the atmosphere (the surface column); Qm
conv in

Q
* conv

¼ ðQconv
1 ; . . .;Qconv

M ; 0ÞT is the convergence of total

energy into the mth layer from other layers due to con-

vective motions; Dm
v in D

* v

¼ ðDv
1; . . .;Dv

M; 0Þ
T

is the large-

scale vertical transport of total energy out of the mth layer

into other layers at the same horizontal location; Dm
h in

D
* h

¼ ðDh
1; . . .;Dh

M ;D
h
Mþ1Þ

T
for m B M is the horizontal

transport of total energy out of the horizontal box into its

neighbor boxes at the same mth layer and DM+1
h = 0 if the

surface column is land and otherwise DM+1
h = Do is the

horizontal energy flux out of the ocean column into its

neighbor ocean columns; the work done by the atmospheric

friction force is given by the first M elements in W
* fric

¼
ðWfric

1 ; . . .;Wfric
M ;Wfric

Mþ1Þ
T

whereas the last element Wfric
Mþ1 ¼

0 if the surface column is land and otherwise Wfric
Mþ1 ¼ Wfric

0

is the net energy input due to the work done by the surface

wind stress. Readers may consult with Peixoto and Oort

(1992) for details of these energy flux terms. It should be

noted that the vertical summation of all elements in each of

Q
* conv

;Q
* turb

;D
* v

; and W
* fric

is equal to zero. The vertical

summation of D
* h

is not equal to zero and only the global

and vertical mean of D
* h

is equal to zero.

Now let us consider the climate response to an external

perturbation forcing

DF
*ext

¼ ðFext
1 ; . . .;Fext

M ;Fext
Mþ1Þ

T ð2Þ

which may be a radiation forcing induced by anthropogenic

greenhouse gases, or by aerosols, or by a change in Ozone,

or by a change in incident solar radiation. In response to the

external perturbation forcing, the climate state changes to a

new equilibrium state. The difference in the energy flux

terms between the new and unperturbed equilibrium states

satisfies

DR
*

¼ DF
*ext

þ DS
*

þ DQ
* conv

þ DQ
* turb

� DD
* v

� DD
* h

þ DW
* fric

ð3Þ

where ‘‘D’’ stands for the difference between the two

equilibrium states. Using the linear approximation, the
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change in the infrared radiative flux vector ðDR
*

Þ can be

further decomposed into

DR
*

¼ oR
*

oT
*

 !
DT

*

þ DðwÞR
*

þ DðcÞR
*

ð4Þ

where DðcÞR
*

and DðwÞR
*

are the changes in the infrared

radiative fluxes due to changes in water vapor and clouds,

respectively. The term oR
*

oT
*

� �
DT

*

represents the changes in

the infrared radiative fluxes due to DT
*

¼ ðDT1; . . .;

DTM;DTMþ1ÞT ; temperature changes throughout the entire

atmosphere–surface column. The matrix oR
*

oT
*

� �
is

oR
*

oT
*

 !
¼

oR1

oT1
� � � oR1

oTMþ1

..

. . .
. ..

.

oRMþ1

oT1
� � � oRMþ1

oTMþ1

0
B@

1
CA ð5Þ

The matrix oR
*

oT
*

� �
is equivalent to the Planck feedback

parameter in the PRP method or the Stefan–Boltzmann

feedback factor in a zero-dimensional climate model. We

will refer to oR
*

oT
*

� �
as the Planck feedback matrix hereafter.

The changes in solar radiation fluxes ðDS
*

Þ can be

expressed as the sum of that due to surface-albedo feed-

back ðDðaÞS
*

Þ; due to cloud-albedo feedback ðDðcÞS
*

Þ; and

due to water vapor feedback ðDðwÞS
*

Þ; or,

DS
*

¼ DðcÞS
*

þ DðaÞS
*

þ DðwÞS
*

ð6Þ

Substituting (4) and (6) into (3), we obtain

oR
*

oT
*

 !
DT

*

¼ DF
*ext

þ DðaÞS
*

þ DðcÞðS
*

� R
*

Þ þ DðwÞðS
*

� R
*

Þ

þDQ
* conv

þ DQ
* turb

� DD
* v

� DD
* h

þ DW
* fric

ð7Þ

Each term on the right hand side (RHS) of (7) represents an

energy flux perturbation. Other than the external forcing,

DF
*ext

; the remaining terms are energy flux perturbations

due to various feedback processes. The left hand side

(LHS) of (7) is the infrared radiative energy flux pertur-

bation due to the coupled atmosphere–surface temperature

response to the energy flux perturbation terms, which bal-

ances exactly (in the linear sense) the energy flux

perturbations on the RHS.

It is of importance to note that (4) and (6) are obtained

with an implicit assumption that radiative perturbations can

be linearized by omitting the higher order terms of each

thermodynamic feedback and the interactions among the

thermodynamic feedbacks (water vapor, ice-feedback,

cloud feedback), as commonly adopted in the PRP method

(Bony et al. 2006). The energy flux perturbation terms due

to changes in atmospheric (convective, turbulent, and

large-scale) motions, DQ
* conv

;DQ
* turb

;DD
* v

;DD
* h

; and DW
* fric

in (7) are not subject to the linearization approximation.

Although these dynamic processes are ultimately coupled

with one another and with the thermodynamic processes,

their contributions to the energy flux perturbations can be

estimated from the model outputs independently.

It follows that one can solve for temperature perturba-

tions according to

DT
*

¼ oR
*

oT
*

 !�1

DF
*ext

þ DðaÞS
*

þ DðcÞðS
*

� R
*

Þ þ DðwÞ
�

ðS
*

� R
*

Þ þ DQ
* conv

þ DQ
* turb

� DD
* v

� DD
* h

þ DW
* fric

�

¼ oR
*

oT
*

 !�1X8

n¼0

DF
*ðnÞ

ð8Þ

where oR
*

oT
*

� ��1

is the inverse of the matrix oR
*

oT
*

� �
; DF

*ð0Þ
is

the external forcing DF
*ext

; DF
*ðnÞ
ðn [ 0Þ is denoted as one of

the energy flux perturbation terms due to feedbacks on the

RHS of (7). Obviously, the solution of (8), namely, DT
*

; is

the vertical profile of temperature perturbations in the entire

atmosphere-column whose infrared radiation perturbation

balances exactly with the energy flux perturbations at each

layer, at the TOA, and at the surface. For this reason, (8) is

named as the coupled atmosphere–surface climate feed-

back–response analysis method (CFRAM).

The transition from (7) to (8) is the turning point that

separates our method from the classic PRP method, besides

using the TOA versus vertically varying external radiative

forcing. If one would adopt the feedback concept adopted in

the PRP method, one would assume that DF
*ðnÞ
ðn [ 0Þ on

the RHS of (7) are ‘‘caused’’ by the change in atmosphere–

surface temperature DT
*

: Assume that the relation between

changes in DF
*ðnÞ
ðn [ 0Þ with the changes of temperature

could be identified, one could write DF
*ðnÞ
¼ oF

*ðnÞ

oT
*

� �
DT

*

for

n [ 0. One would then move these terms to the LHS of (7)

and solver for DT
*

as a total atmosphere–surface column

temperature response to the external forcing DF
*ext

:

Our method, namely solving for DT
*

using (8), effec-

tively treat energy flux perturbations due to feedback

processes parallel to the energy flux perturbation due to the

external forcing. It is understood that all energy flux per-

turbation terms due to feedbacks and energy flux

perturbation due to temperature changes are coupled

together and are ultimately caused by the presence of the
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external forcing. Particularly, some of feedbacks, such as

water vapor and ice-albedo feedbacks, are explicitly and

directly related to temperature changes. However, from the

perspective of energy balance, these energy flux perturba-

tions due to changes in other climate variables are indeed

the energy sources/sinks for the additional temperature

changes on top of the change due to the external forcing

directly. In these sense, what we obtain from (8) indeed are

the total temperature changes (in the linear framework) in

response to the external forcing.

Because (8) is a linear equation, we can apply the linear

decomposition principle to obtain the temperature response

to an individual energy flux perturbation term by solving

DT
* ðnÞ
¼ oR

*

oT
*

 !�1

DF
*ðnÞ

ð9Þ

where DF
*ðnÞ

is one of the energy flux perturbation terms on

the RHS of (8) and DT
* ðnÞ

is the coupled atmosphere–

surface temperature response to that specific energy flux

perturbation. Particularly, DT
* ð0Þ

DT
*ð0Þ
¼ oR

*

oT
*

� ��1

DF
*ext

 !

is the coupled atmosphere-surface temperature response to

the external forcing DF
*ext

alone in the absence of any

feedbacks. For an energy flux perturbation term associated

with a specific feedback process DF
*ðnÞ
ðn [ 0Þ;DT

* ðnÞ
is the

coupled atmosphere–surface temperature change in

response to the energy flux perturbation due to the

feedback process DF
*ðnÞ

: In terms of the generalized

concept of feedback and response, DT
* ðnÞ

is the effect of

an induced energy flux perturbation D(n) from the system

responses on the temperature alone. By the linear

decomposition principle, the sum of all responses, namely,

DT
* tot

¼
X

n

DT
* ðnÞ

ð10Þ

is the total response to the external forcing after taking all

feedback processes into consideration.

These feedbacks can be loosely grouped into three

groups:

(1) Radiation-related thermodynamic feedbacks include

the solar radiation perturbation due to changes in

surface albedo ðDðaÞS
*

Þ; the radiation perturbations

due to changes in clouds ðDðcÞðS
*

� R
*

ÞÞ; and the

perturbations due to changes in water vapor

ðDðwÞðS
*

� R
*

ÞÞ: The coupled atmosphere–surface tem-

perature response to the radiation-related

thermodynamic feedbacks, denoted with the super-

script ‘‘rad’’, is

DT
* rad

¼ oR
*

oT
*

 !�1

DðaÞS
*

þ DðcÞðS
*

� R
*

Þ þ DðwÞðS
*

� R
*

Þ
� �

ð11Þ

(2) Local dynamical feedbacks include feedbacks due to

changes in convective energy transport ðDQ
* conv

Þ; due

to the changes in turbulent (and diffusive) energy

transfer in the atmosphere and at the surface ðDQ
* turb

Þ;
due to the changes in large-scale vertical energy

transport ð�DD
* v

Þ; and due to the changes in the work

done by the friction ðDW
* fric

Þ: The temperature

response to the local dynamical feedbacks, denoted

with the superscript ‘‘loc-dyn’’, is

DT
* loc�dyn

¼ oR
*

oT
*

 !�1

DQ
* conv

þ DQ
* turb

� DD
* v

þ DW
* fric

� �

ð12Þ

Note that the response to the evaporation feedback is part

of DT
* loc�dyn

in response to DQ
* turb

:

(3) Non-local dynamical feedbacks are due to the

changes in horizontal energy transport by both

atmospheric and oceanic motions ð�DD
* h

Þ; responsi-

ble for exporting climate sensitivity from one region

(say low latitudes) to other regions (say high

latitudes) as shown in Cai (2006) and Cai and Lu

(2007). The temperature response to the non-local

dynamical feedbacks, denoted with the superscript

‘‘dyn’’, is

DT
*dyn

¼ oR
*

oT
*

 !�1

ð�DD
* h

Þ ð13Þ

Then the total response to the external forcing is

DT
* tot

¼ DT
* ð0Þ
þ DT

* rad

þ DT
* loc�dyn

þ DT
*dyn

ð14Þ

Obviously, each group can be further divided into indi-

vidual feedback agents.

Now let us discuss the invertibility of the Planck feed-

back matrix. Because the temperature responses to the

external forcing and to each of the feedback terms is subject

to its inverse matrix oR
*

oT
*

� ��1

; the feasibility of the feed-

back–response calculation based on the CFRAM requires

that the Planck feedback matrix must not be degenerated, or

oR
*

oT
*

����
���� must not be close to zero, which is the necessary con-

dition to invert oR
*

oT
*

� �
to oR

*

oT
*

� ��1

: The terms on the diagonal
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of the matrix oR
*

oT
*

� �
are foRi

oTi
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;M;M þ 1g; rep-

resenting the changes of infrared radiation flux divergence

in each layer with respect to the layer temperature. The

elements in the lower triangle part of the matrix are oRi

oTj
with

i [ j, representing the influence of changes in upper layer

temperatures to the infrared radiation flux divergence at

lower layers. Similarly, the elements in the upper triangle

part of the matrix, oRi

oTj
with i \ j, represent the influence of

changes in lower layer temperatures to the infrared radiation

flux divergence at upper layers. It follows that by the nature

of infrared radiation transfer, the diagonal part of the matrix
oRi

oTi
must be positive. Also an element in the diagonal part is

larger than the terms in the same row and column, namely,

oRi

oTi

���
���[ oRi

oTj

���
��� and oRi

oTi

���
���[ oRj

oTi

���
��� for i=j. Furthermore, oRi

oTj

���
���ði 6¼

jÞ decays rapidly as the difference between i and j increases.

These general properties of the Planck feedback matrix are

vividly illustrated in Fig. 1. These properties would ensure

that the matrix oR
*

oT
*

� �
is non-singular and can be inverted to

oR
*

oT
*

� ��1

with high accuracy. Also since the size of the

Planck matrix is the same as the number of the vertical layers

in an AGCM model, which is typically in the order of less

than 100, there is no computational cost issue to speak of.

3 TOA version of the CFRAM

To facilitate a direct comparison between the CFRAM and

PRP methods, we need to derive the TOA version of the

CFRAM (TFRAM). The TFRAM can be obtained by first

reducing the coupled atmosphere–surface energy balance

to a single level at the TOA after summing (7) vertically

from the surface to the TOA. The vertical summation of

oR
*

oT
*

� �
DT

*

is

XMþ1

i¼1

XMþ1

j¼1

oRi

oTj
DTj

)
¼

( XMþ1

j¼1

XMþ1

i¼1

oRi

oTj

)
DTj

(
¼
XMþ1

j¼1

oRtoa

oTj
DTj

ð15Þ

It follows that (7) becomes, after the vertical summation

and some rearrangements,

�
PMþ1

j¼1

oRtoa

oTj

 !
DTsþ

PM
j¼1

�oRtoa

oTj

� �
ðDTj�DTsÞ

þDðaÞStoaþDðcÞðStoa�RtoaÞþDðwÞðStoa�RtoaÞ�DD¼�DFtoa

ð16Þ

where DFtoa is the external forcing (positive for downward)

at the TOA and DTs is an uniform change of the atmo-

sphere–surface column temperature. The terms on the LHS

of (16), from the left to the right, are the TOA radiation

energy flux changes due to the change of the system tem-

perature (it is called as Planck feedback, defined as the

vertical homogeneous response to the external forcing,

Soden and Held 2006), the lapse rate feedback, the surface

albedo feedback, the cloud feedback, the water vapor

feedback, and the feedback due to changes in the vertically

integrated horizontal redistribution of energy by atmo-

spheric and oceanic circulations (Cai and Lu 2007),

respectively. The local dynamical feedback terms in (7),

including the evaporation feedback, vanish when they are

summed up vertically because the vertical redistribution of

the energy in the atmosphere–land (ocean) column does not

alter the energy budget at the TOA. When applying a global

average, the changes in spatial redistribution of energy by

atmospheric and oceanic circulations also vanish.

There are two different ways in analyzing climate

feedback based on (16). The first is the PRP method.

Fig. 1 Numerical values (Wm-2K-1) of the elements in a 44 9 44

Planck feedback matrix oR
*

oT
*

� �
: The abscissa is the column index (j)

and the ordinate the row index (i) of the matrix. The jth column of the

Planck feedback matrix is the cooling rate change from the top layer

(i = 1) to the surface layer (i = 44) due to a 1 K temperature increase

at the jth layer from an equilibrium temperature profile of a radiative–

convective model. The radiation model used in the radiative–

convective model is from Fu and Liou (1993)
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Dividing both sides of (16) by DTs (which implicitly

assumes that all TOA radiative flux changes due to feed-

backs are caused by the surface temperature change), we

recover the feedback parameter equation in the PRP

method,

ktot ¼
�DFtoa

DTs
¼ kP þ kC þ ka þ kc þ kw þ kD ð17Þ

where,

kP ¼ �
XMþ1

j¼1

oRtoa

oTj

 !
; kC ¼

XMþ1

j¼1

� oRtoa

oTj

� �
DTj � DTs

DTs
;

ka ¼
DðaÞStoa

DTs

kc ¼
DðcÞðStoa � RtoaÞ

DTs
; kw ¼

DðwÞðStoa � RtoaÞ
DTs

;

and kD ¼
�DD

DTs

ð18Þ

In the literature, ktot is the total surface temperature feed-

back parameter in response to the external forcing; kP is the

Planck feedback parameter and kC the lapse rate feedback

parameter (the sum of Planck and lapse rate feedback

parameters is referred to as the temperature feedback

parameter, Bony et al. (2006)); ka is the surface albedo

feedback parameter; kc is the cloud feedback parameter; kw

is the water vapor feedback parameter; and kD is the (non-

local) dynamical feedback parameter. As indicated in (17)–

(18), the individual feedback parameters derived from the

PRP method are additive. But, their effects on the surface

temperature change are not addable.

The second way is to divide each term of (16) with

(-kP) and then to move all the terms on the LHS except the

first term to RHS. This leads to the TFRAM, the TOA

version of the CFRAM,

DTtot
s ¼ DTP

s þ DTC
s þ DTa

s þ DTc
s þ DTw

s þ DTD
s ð19Þ

where,

DTP
S ¼

DFtoa

ð�kPÞ
; DTC

S ¼
PM

j¼1 � oRtoa

oTj

� �
ðDTj � DTsÞ

ð�kPÞ
;

DTa
S ¼

DðaÞStoa

ð�kPÞ

DTc
S ¼

DðcÞ Stoa � Rtoað Þ
ð�kPÞ

; DTw
s ¼

DðwÞ Stoa � Rtoað Þ
ð�kPÞ

;

and DTD
s ¼

�DD

ð�kPÞ
ð20Þ

In (20), kP is given in the first equation of (18). Obviously,

unlike in the PRP method, we have made no assumption

about the dependency of the individual feedback energy

flux perturbations on the (total) surface temperature change

in deriving (19)–(20) from (16). We merely take these

individual energy flux perturbations from the ‘‘outputs’’ or

system responses and use them as ‘‘inputs’’ or feedbacks to

infer their ‘‘effects’’ on the surface temperature changes. In

parallel to the PRP method, DTtot
s is the total surface

temperature change in response to the external forcing;

DTP
s and DTC

s are the surface temperature changes due to

the Planck and lapse rate feedbacks, respectively; DTa
s is

the surface temperature change due to the surface albedo

feedback; DTc
s is the surface temperature change due to the

cloud feedback; DTw
s is the surface temperature change due

to the water vapor feedback parameter; and DTD
s is the

surface temperature change due to the (non-local) dynam-

ical feedback.

The number of the feedback processes considered in the

TFRAM is the same as the PRP method. Furthermore, the

external forcing and feedbacks in (20), namely, the terms

DFtoa;DðaÞStoa;DðcÞðStoa � RtoaÞ;DðwÞðStoa � RtoaÞ;DD; and

the air temperature changes, DTj ,j = 1,2,...,M, are identi-

cal to their counterparts in (18) and need to be estimated

from the climate model simulation outputs. However, one

of the main differences from the PRP is that the TFRAM

(or CFRAM for the coupled atmosphere–surface tempera-

ture responses) enables us to explicitly calculate the

temperature changes due to each of individual feedbacks

from the original climate model simulations. In the PRP

method, however, the ‘‘partial’’ temperature change in

response to a specific feedback is not defined.

4 Feedback gains in the TFRAM and feedback gain

matrices in the CFRAM

Some intrinsic differences between the TFRAM/CFRAM

and PRP methods can also be illustrated by comparing their

feedback gains. Again, the proper comparison on feedback

gains can be made only between the PRP and TFRAM

because feedback gains in the TFRAM become feedback

gain matrices in the CFRAM.

4.1 Feedback gains in the TFRAM and comparison

with the PRP feedback gains

By definition, the total surface temperature change (DTs
tot)

in response to the external forcing (DFtoa) is related to the

sensitivity factor of the climate system (G) or the total

feedback parameter (ktot),

DTtot
s ¼ GDFTOA ¼ ð�DFTOA=ktotÞ ð21Þ

The sensitivity factor of the climate system measures the

surface temperature change in response to one unit

perturbation forcing at the TOA. Obviously, the values of
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G and ktot have to be identical for a given climate model

regardless of the method used to diagnose the feedback

processes. In general, the relation between the sensitivity

factor of the climate system and feedback gains in the

system can be symbolically written as

G ¼ G0 f ðg1; g2; . . .; gNÞ ð22Þ

where G0 is the initial sensitivity factor measuring the

surface temperature sensitivity without any feedbacks, gi ,

a dimensionless factor, is the feedback gain of a feedback

process in the climate system, f(g1, g2,...,gN), a dimen-

sionless function of {gi}, is the ratio of the (total) climate

sensitivity factor to the initial climate sensitivity factor,

which measures the net gain with respect to the initial

sensitivity factor by all feedbacks in the climate system.

When f(g1, g2,...,gN) [ 1, the net effect of the feedbacks

amplifies the initial climate sensitivity. Conversely, when

f(g1, g2,...,gN) \ 1, the feedbacks reduce the climate

sensitivity.

As summarized in Table 1, the difference between the

PRP and TFRAM roots from the differences in the defi-

nition of the feedback gains {gi} and the form of f(g1,

g2,...,gN). In the PRP, a feedback gain (denoted as gi) is

measured by the ratio of the TOA radiative perturbation,

due to the change in the feedback agent in response to one

unit of the surface temperature change, to the TOA radia-

tive perturbation due to one unit change of the atmosphere–

surface column temperature. In contrast, a feedback gain

(denoted as ~giÞ in the TFRAM is defined as the ratio of the

TOA radiative perturbation, due to the change in feedback

agent, to the TOA radiative perturbation due to the external

forcing.

The difference in the definition of the feedback gains

implies that the function f(g1, g2,...,gN) in the PRP is equal

to ð1�
P

i giÞ�1
and in the TFRAM is equal to ð1þP

i ~giÞ: As in the PRP, the feedback gains are additive (i.e.,P
i gi is the total feedback gain in the PRP and

P
i ~gi total

feedback gain in the TFRAM). Also as in PRP, a positive ~gi

means a positive feedback and a negative ~gi a negative

feedback. In the TFRAM, the additive property of feedback

gains automatically implies that the effects of feedbacks

are also additive. However, in the PRP, only feedback

gains, not the effects of feedbacks, are additive. The dif-

ference between the PRP and TFRAM really reflects two

ways of solving the linear equation (16) as discussed

above.

The difference between the PRP and TFRAM feedback

gains reflects the difference of the feedback definition

between the PRP and TFRAM methods. In the PRP, the

changes in feedback agents are considered as the their

responses to the surface temperature change. Physically

speaking, there is no reason to put the special priority to the

surface temperature change, and to scale the other aspects

(feedback agents) of the system response with respect to

the surface temperature change as in the PRP. In the

TFRAM (or CFRAM), the changes in all climate variables

are considered as the system responses to the external

forcing, and the change in the surface temperature (or

atmosphere–surface column temperature) is only part of

the system responses. The other changes are regarded as

‘‘feedback agents’’ to temperature changes only because

they contribute to energy flux perturbations that act to

enhance or weaken the energy flux perturbation due to the

external forcing.

Table 1 Comparison of the PRP and TOA version of the CFRAM methods

PRP TOA CFRAM

Temperature

response

DTtot
s ¼ �DFtoa

ktot
¼ GDFtoa DTtot

s ¼ �DFtoa

ktot
¼ GDFtoa

Sensitivity

factor (G)

G ¼ G0 f ¼ G0

1�
P

gi
¼ � 1

ktot
; G0 ¼ � 1

kP
; kP ¼

PMþ1
j¼1

oðS�RÞ
oTj

\ 0 G ¼ G0 f ¼ G0ð1þ
P

~giÞ ¼ � 1
ktot

; G0 ¼ � 1
~kP
¼ � 1

kP

Feedback

gains

gi ¼ oðS�RÞ
oxi

oxi

oTs
=ð�kpÞ; ði 6¼ PÞ ~gi ¼ oðS�RÞ

oxi

oxi

oFtoa ; ði 6¼ PÞ

Feedback

parameters

ki ¼ ð�kPÞgi; ði 6¼ PÞ; ktot ¼ kP þ
P

i6¼P ki
~ki ¼ ð�~kpÞ=~gi; ði 6¼ PÞ; 1

ktot
¼ 1

~kP
þ
P

i 6¼P
1
~ki

Temperature

responses to

individual

feedbacks

The total temperature response is not the linear summation

of that due to individual feedbacks.

DTs
P = G0 DFtoa and DT ðiÞs ¼ G0 ~giDFtoa; ði 6¼ PÞ;
DTtot

s ¼ DTP
s þ

P
i6¼P DTðiÞs

The subscript/superscript P represents the Planck feedback, corresponding to a vertically constant temperature change in response to the

external forcing DFtoa; The subscript/superscript i represents a feedback other than Planck feedback and xi is the corresponding feedback

agent; G is the sensitivity factor, the ratio of output signal (DTs
tot) to the input signal DFtoa; G0 equals to the inverse of the Planck feedback

factor, representing the initial sensitivity factor without any feedbacks; S is the incoming solar radiation at TOA; R is the outgoing infrared

radiation at TOA; Tj is the equilibrium temperature in atmosphere (j B M) and at the surface (j = M + 1), where M is the number of vertical

layers of the atmosphere
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The biggest advantage of the TFRAM gain ~gi over the

PRP gain gi is that we can directly calculate the (partial)

change in the surface temperature solely due to each of the

feedbacks subject to the external forcing provided that the

TFRAM feedback gain ~gi is known, as summarized in

Table 1. These (partial) temperature changes are additive

and the sum is equal to the total surface temperature

change in response to the external forcing. However, one

cannot determine the partial contribution to the total sur-

face temperature change by an individual feedback process

from its feedback parameter using the PRP method because

the effects of feedbacks are not additive in the PRP.

4.2 Feedback gain matrices in the CFRAM

The feedback gains defined in the TFRAM can be naturally

extended to the CFRAM. Similarly to (21), the total tem-

perature change in response to the external forcing can be

written as

DT
* tot

¼ GDF
*ext

¼ G0 Iþ
X
n [ 0

~gðnÞ

 !
DF

*ext

ð23Þ

where G is the climate sensitivity matrix, G0 is the initial

climate sensitivity matrix corresponding to the climate

sensitivity matrix without any feedbacks, I is the unit

matrix, and ~gðnÞ is a feedback gain matrix of a particular

feedback process in the climate system. Substituting (9)

and (10) into (23), we obtain that

G0 ¼
oR
*

oT
*

 !�1

¼
r1;1 � � � r1;Mþ1

..

. . .
. ..

.

rMþ1;1 � � � rMþ1;Mþ1

0
B@

1
CA ð24Þ

~gðnÞ ¼

~gðnÞ
1;1

0 � � � 0

0 ~gðnÞ
2;2

0 ..
.

..

.
0 . .

.
0

0 � � � 0 ~gðnÞ
Mþ1;Mþ1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

ð25Þ

~gðnÞ
i;i
¼
PMþ1

m¼1 ri;mDF
ðnÞ
mPMþ1

m¼1 ri;mDFext
m

for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;M þ 1 and

gðnÞ
i;j
� 0 for i 6¼ j ð26Þ

It is rather straightforward to show that the feedback gain

matrices are additive and the effects (or temperature changes

due to individual feedbacks) are also additive. Also a posi-

tive gi,i strengthens the (direct) response to the external

forcing alone at the layer i, implying a positive feedback and

a negative gi,i means a negative feedback. Based on (26), the

elements of a feedback gain matrix are the ratio of the partial

temperature change at each layer due to the change in the

feedback agent under consideration to the partial tempera-

ture at the same layer due to the external forcing alone.

5 Contributions to the lapse rate feedback

from individual processes

As shown above, the lapse rate feedback only exists in the

TOA-based climate feedback analysis framework (PRP and

TFRAM). In this section, we wish to illustrate that the lapse

rate feedback really reflects the collective effect of all indi-

vidual physical and dynamical feedback processes from the

prospective of the CFRAM. From the physics point of view,

the consideration of a uniform temperature change due to the

external forcing or due to an individual feedback in a TOA-

only approach is equivalent to considering a climate system

response without an atmosphere. Because of the presence of

radiative flux perturbations in the atmosphere and changes in

the non-radiative exchange of energy between the atmo-

sphere and surface, the energy flux perturbations at the TOA

(either due to an external forcing or feedbacks) are not the

same as those at the surface. As a result, the uniform change

cannot account for the actual surface temperature change

because the latter is really determined by the energy flux

perturbations at the surface. To make this point more clear,

we decompose the lapse rate feedback parameter defined in

(18) for the PRP and the partial temperature change due to

lapse rate feedback defined in (20) for the TFRAM according

to individual physical and dynamical processes of a climate

system. It is straightforward to show that

XMþ1

j¼1

� oRtoa

oTj

� �
DTj � DTs

� 	

¼
X

n

XMþ1

j¼1

� oRtoa

oTj

� �
DT
ðnÞ
j � DT

ðnÞ
Mþ1

� �( )

¼
X

n

XMþ1

j¼1

�kprMþ1;jDF
ðnÞ
j

� �
�
XMþ1

j¼1

DF
ðnÞ
j

( )
ð27Þ

where, kp is the Planck feedback parameter defined in (18);

{DT
ðnÞ
j ; j = 1, 2,..., M + 1}, with j = M + 1 corre-

sponding to the surface layer in the model, is the vertical

profiles of the partial temperature changes due to the

energy flux perturbation {DF
ðnÞ
j } calculated using (9);

{rM+1,j } are the element at the jth column in the last row

(representing the surface layer) of the matrix oR
*

oT
*

� ��1

in

(24);
PMþ1

j¼1 DF
ðnÞ
j represents the vertically integrated

energy flux perturbation due to a specific feedback process

‘‘n’’. Specifically,
PMþ1

j¼1 DF
ðnÞ
j is equal to the net down-

ward radiative flux perturbation at the TOA for an external

forcing or a physical feedback process (e.g., water vapor,

cloud, and surface albedo feedback);
PMþ1

j¼1 DF
ðnÞ
j is zero

for the local dynamical feedback process that redistributes

energy vertically (e.g., sensible and latent heat fluxes and
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convections); and
PMþ1

j¼1 DF
ðnÞ
j is equal to the net hori-

zontal energy transport into the atmosphere–surface

column for a non-local dynamical feedback process. In

deriving (27), we have first made use of (10), then summed

up all rows of (9) from j = 1 to j = M + 1 after multi-

plying both sides of (9) with oR
*

oT
*

� �
; and next used

DT
ðnÞ
Mþ1 ¼

PMþ1
j¼1 ðrMþ1;jDF

ðnÞ
j Þ according to (9).

We note that the term rM+1, j DFj
(n) for j \ (M + 1)

represents the surface temperature change due to the ‘‘back

radiation’’ effect of the air temperature change in response

to the feedback energy flux perturbation DF
ðnÞ
j at the jth

layer and
PM

j¼1 ðrMþ1;jDF
ðnÞ
j Þ is the total ‘‘back radiation’’

effect of the atmosphere temperature change. The term

rM+1,M+1 DF
ðnÞ
Mþ1 is the direct response of the surface tem-

perature to the energy flux perturbation at the surface layer

DF
ðnÞ
Mþ1: Then,

PMþ1
j¼1 ð�kprMþ1;jDF

ðnÞ
j Þ would be the TOA

radiative energy perturbation caused by a uniform change of

the system temperature equal to DT
ðnÞ
Mþ1 in response to the

feedback energy flux perturbations at all layers.

Dividing (27) by DTs (DTs is the total surface temperature

change) yields the lapse rate feedback parameter defined

in (18) for the PRP, and dividing (27) by (-kp) gives rise

to the partial temperature change due to the lapse rate

feedback in (20) for the TFRAM. Based on (27), the con-

tribution to the lapse rate feedback from a feedback process

‘‘n’’ can be regarded as the TOA energy flux perturbation

caused by the residual between the actual surface temper-

ature response to height-dependent energy flux perturbation

of the feedback ‘‘n’’ and the hypothetical uniform response

to the TOA part of the energy perturbation. Therefore, the

lapse rate feedback is equal to the sum of the residuals

between the actual responses and uniform responses due to

the external forcing alone, and due to each of individual

feedbacks. For a feedback process that has a non-zero

energy flux perturbation at the TOA ð
PMþ1

j¼1 DF
ðnÞ
j 6¼ 0Þ;

only part of its feedback effect, equal to difference between

its (total) non-uniform response and uniform response, is

included in the lapse rate feedback. For a local dynamical

feedback process that has no contribution to the energy flux

perturbation at the TOA ð
PMþ1

j¼1 DF
ðnÞ
j ¼ 0Þ; all of its effect

is lumped into the lapse rate feedback.

6 Summary and discussions

This paper presents the mathematical formulation of a

coupled atmosphere–surface climate feedback–response

analysis method, referred to as the CFRAM, for analyzing

climate feedback and sensitivity in coupled general

circulation models with a full set of physical parameteri-

zation packages. The CFRAM is based on the

consideration that climate change is not only determined by

the (radiative) energy exchange between the climate sys-

tem and outer space, but also intrinsically constrained by

the energy ‘‘flow’’ within the climate system. In other

word, in response to an external forcing that has a vertical

and horizontal structure, both radiative and non-radiative

energy flux perturbations can be regarded as feedbacks

because they do act to either strengthen, or weaken, or even

oppose the external forcing. Accordingly, we consider the

conservation equation of total energy for atmosphere–sur-

face (land/ocean) column in formulating the CFRAM. We

consider that all of these radiative and non-radiative

feedbacks result from the climate system response to the

external forcing, rather than solely from the surface tem-

perature change (directly or indirectly).

This generalized concept of feedback–response enables

us to apply the energy balance equation in a different way

from the traditional climate feedback analysis framework.

In this new framework, we take advantage of the fact that

the infrared radiation is explicitly and directly related to the

atmosphere–surface temperatures. Then we can infer the

(total) temperature change by requiring its infrared radia-

tion perturbation to exactly balance the external forcing

and feedbacks (including all non-temperature induced

radiative energy flux perturbations and non-radiative

energy flux perturbations). Specifically, with the CFRAM

as an offline diagnostic tool, we can calculate the partial

temperature change associated with an individual energy

flux perturbation by requiring the infrared radiation

induced by the temperature change alone to exactly balance

the energy flux perturbation under consideration. The

resultant partial temperature changes are addable and their

sum gives rise to the total temperature response to the

external forcing. Therefore, the total temperature change

calculated from the CFRAM can be directly compared with

its counterpart produced in the CGCM climate model

simulations. This enables us to estimate the accuracy/

uncertainty of the temperature changes due to individual

feedbacks calculated in the CFRAM. In this sense, we

‘‘isolate’’ the contributions to the (total) temperature

change from the external forcing alone, and from indivi-

dual feedbacks although physically speaking, these

feedbacks are not independent with one another.

The definitions of climate forcing, feedback, and

response adopted in a TOA-based approach (e.g., the PRP,

or the TFRAM, the TOA version of the CFRAM) can be

regarded as the special case of the generalized definitions

of climate forcing, feedback, and response adopted in the

CFRAM. The vertical integration of the generalized cli-

mate forcing from the surface to the TOA is exactly equal

to the TOA-based climate forcing. In terms of climate
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feedback, the surface-to-TOA vertical integrations of the

water vapor feedback, cloud feedback and albedo feedback

based on the new definitions are also identical to their

TOA-based counterparts. Also, the surface-to-TOA vertical

integration of the non-local dynamic feedback due to

changes in horizontal energy redistribution processes (e.g.,

poleward heat transport) is identical to its TOA-based

counterpart. However, in a TOA-based approach, the cli-

mate response is measured only in terms of surface

temperature. Therefore, the TOA radiative perturbation due

to the difference between the surface and atmosphere

temperature changes is also regarded as a climate feedback

(referred as ‘‘lapse-rate’’ feedback) in a TOA-based

approach (including both the PRP and the TOA version of

the CFRAM or the TFRAM). In the CFRAM, the climate

response is defined as the (simultaneous) changes in both

the surface and atmosphere (including its vertical profile).

As a result, the lapse-rate feedback is no longer a feedback

in the CFRAM. In the CFRAM, the energy flux perturba-

tions induced by the changes in the thermodynamical and

dynamic processes that redistribute energy vertically but

cause no net radiative energy fluxes at the TOA are also

feedbacks (e.g., vertical convections and surface sensible

heat and latent heat fluxes). In a TOA based approach, the

effects of these vertical energy redistribution processes are

implicitly included in the lapse rate feedbacks. Further-

more, the lapse rate feedback defined in a TOA-based

approach also includes the vertically non-uniform effects

of the climate forcing, water vapor feedback, cloud feed-

back, surface albedo feedback, and non-local dynamic

feedbacks associated with changes in horizontal energy

transport processes because they all contribute to the dif-

ference between the surface and atmosphere temperature

changes.

In summary, the unique features of the coupled atmo-

sphere–surface CFRAM in comparison with the existing

feedback analysis methods include:

• The surface temperature change in response to an

individual feedback process in the coupled atmo-

sphere–surface CFRAM includes both the direct

change by the feedback process and the indirect change

by the ‘‘back radiation’’ due to the change in the air

temperature caused by the same feedback process.

Therefore, the (air) temperature feedback, by definition,

no longer exists in the coupled atmosphere–surface

CFRAM.

• In the CFRAM, the feedback decomposition is based on

the thermodynamic and dynamical processes that

directly affect either the energy exchange between the

climate system and outer space, or the internal energy

flow in the system. The energy flux perturbations due to

the changes in these processes can be directly inferred

from individual parameterization packages and dynami-

cal modules. The process-based feedback decomposi-

tion adopted in the CFRAM allows us to examine not

only those feedbacks that directly affect the TOA

radiative fluxes, such as water vapor, clouds, and ice-

albedo feedbacks, but also those feedbacks that do not

directly affect the TOA radiation, such as evaporation,

convections, and horizontal heat transport, in a unified

framework.

• In the CFRAM, the feedback gain matrices measure the

strength of individual feedbacks. The feedback gain

matrices can be estimated from the energy flux

perturbations inferred from individual parameterization

packages and dynamical modules. The inter-model

spread of a feedback gain matrix would help us to

detect the origins of the uncertainty of future climate

projections in climate model simulations.

• The CFRAM can be easily used in various configura-

tions, such as the global mean response with the

vertical profile (1D), or local/regional responses (e.g.,

low latitude versus high latitudes or ocean versus land),

or the zonally averaged response with the meridional

and vertical profile (2D), or even in a fully 3D

configuration. In Part II of this two-part series paper,

we illustrate the CFRAM in the context of a coupled

atmosphere–surface single column climate model and

compare it with the other feedback analysis methods.

Finally, we wish to comment on whether it is possible to

further reduce the uncertainty in estimating the climate

sensitivity using GCMs, an issue recently raised by Roe

and Baker (2007). Based on the definition of feedback

gains in the PRP, Roe and Baker (2007) pointed out that

the uncertainty in estimating the climate sensitivity is

proportional to the product of the square of the total gain of

the climate system and uncertainty in individual feedback

gains. Because the square of the total gain of the climate

system is in the order of 10, a small uncertainty in

individual feedback gains would get amplified, leading to a

very large uncertainty in estimating the climate sensitivity.

This prompts them to conclude that there would be little

possibility to further reduce the uncertainty in estimating

the climate sensitivity even though uncertainties of indi-

vidual feedbacks could be reduced significantly. However,

if one uses the feedback gains defined in the TOA version

of the CFRAM (TFRAM), one would find that the

uncertainty in estimating the climate sensitivity is linearly

proportional to uncertainties in individual feedback gains

and is not related to the total gain at all. This is because in

the TFRAM, the climate sensitivity is linearly proportional

to the sum of all feedback gains. Since the total gain or the

climate sensitivity defined in the PRP and TFRAM has to

be identical for a given climate system, it is believed that
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the uncertainty in estimating the climate sensitivity can be

further reduced if uncertainties in estimating individual

feedbacks can be reduced.
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